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PROGRAM E-34 
 

OM SRI SURYA VA NAMAH  
OM SRI CHANDRA VA NAMAH  

OM SRI BUDDHA VA NAMAH  
OM SRI SHUKRA VA NAMAH  

OM SRI MANGALA VA NAMAH  
OM SRI BRI-HAS-PATHI VA NAMAH  

OM SRI SHANI VA NAMAH 
OM SRI RAHU VA NAMAH 
OM SRI KETU VA NAMAH 

 
THE AWAKENING 

 

 
WHAT IS SAMADHI? 

  
Samadhi is a Sanskrit word meaning a ‘deep state of 
suspended animation, but not of unconsciousness’. If 
anything, it is a state of super-consciousness. 
 
Some people have referred to samadhi as yogic trance, 
deep trance, or deep meditation, but samadhi is much 
more than that. Samadhi has many levels of existence. 

 
In the earlier stage of samadhi (called sa-vikal-pa 
samadhi), the physical body of the mystic/yogi exists in 
a state of ‘conscious death’.  
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In this stage, the life force of the physical body has 
been consciously, totally, withdrawn into the higher 
karuna centers, leaving the body in a state of 
suspended animation.  
 
In effect, the body is ‘dead’; however, the silver cord 
remains unbroken, so the mystic/yogi can return to the 
body state, at will. The mystic’s mind is fully aware and 
in a state of super-consciousness. The mystic’s spirit at 
this time does not live in its physical body; it exists, 

momentarily, outside of it. 
 
The mystic/yogi cannot maintain this elevated state of 
savikalpa samadhi for very long. However, by 
continuous practice, he/she is able to advance to the 
highest spiritual states of samadhi. 
 
The deepest state of samadhi is called nir-vikal-pa 
samadhi. This is a high state of samadhi, which does 
not have a catatonic state linked to it. 

 
In nirvikalpa samadhi, the mystic maintains a state of 
super-conscious bliss (ananda), which flows over into 
one’s ordinary waking state. 
 
The following can be said from a purely metaphysical 
perspective:  
 
In all states of samadhi, the latent power called 
kundalini, or Kriya-kundalini, which normally resides at 

the base of the spine in the saturn chakra, is activated. 
It is then consciously lifted by the yogi through the five 
lower chakras existing in the astral spinal column, 
known as the sushumna channel.  
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When the Kriya-kundalini manifests in the venus chakra 
(anahata chakra), in the heart area, the yogi's body 
becomes totally inactive. 
 
When the Kriya-kundalini manifests in the mercury 
chaka (vishuddha chakra), in the throat center, the 
yogi enters the ‘cosmic field of knowledge’. 
 
When the Kriya-kundalini manifests/activates the 
vishuddha chakra, the yogi's body is completely 

entranced. Here, the yogi’s blood flow almost stops its 
circulation, as the heart has almost stopped beating; 
or, in some cases, it actually stops.  
 
When 'Kriya’ enters the higher chakras, the ajna 
chakra, at this point, the mystic has entered into a 
deep state of ‘samadhi’  
 
When this state has been reached, the mystic 
experiences cosmic consciousness and is classified as a 

‘jivan mukta’ – ‘freed while living’. 
 
In this state, the mystic has reached full self-
revelation, whereby all karma has been cremated. 
However, depending upon the true nature of one’s 
being, the mystic begins to create karma via the act of 
helping others on the inner planes. 
 
Seekers should understand that one does not have to 
be a saint, nor have magical powers, in order to attain 

‘the outer fringes of samadhi’. It is every person's 
birthright. 
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Samadhi is already at everyone’s core. If the barriers 

are removed, a state of samadhi will manifest.  

For most seekers, the biggest barrier to samadhi is the 
falsehood that samadhi just does not happen to the 
everyday seeker. 

There are three basic levels of samadhi:  

Bhava samadhi,  

Savikalpa samadhi, and  

Nirvikalpa samadhi.  

These states of consciousness are difficult to express in 
words. Thus, I will use guru Shelliji’s thoughts on the 

matter. 

The traditional concept of samadhi is: Sat, Chit, 
Ananda, i.e., Being, Consciousness, and Bliss. But, 
what do these words mean? 

Bliss is simply a state of consciousness in which the 
mind is totally and completely immersed in ever new, 
ever wondrous, joy, contentment, and harmony. Yet, at 
the same time, the world is seen as it is. The term in 

Sanskrit for bliss is ananda.  

Sri Shelliji said that this word means ‘bliss’, and that no 
other word should be used. Bliss is a unified word, 
which means that there is no counter word to offset it.  

(For example, the word happiness has the counter word 
unhappiness; the word joy has the counter word 
sorrow, etc.) Thus, in Sanskrit, the words ‘ananda’ and 

‘an-nanda’ both mean ‘bliss’.  
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Consciousness relates to the state of awareness, or 
consciousness, in which a person has an experience 
and is aware of that experience. In short, it is a pure 
state of awareness in which there is no ‘thing’, other 

than awareness itself. 

Being relates to the identity between the Reality 
(Purusha) -- which is transcendent of time, before 
‘creation’ -- and you, the Atma (kala-purusha), which is 

Reality moving through time. 

The only difference between the Reality (Purusha), -- 
which is transcendent of time and before ‘creation’, -- 
and you, is that you-the-Atma (kala-purusha) are 

Reality moving through time. 

Purusha is also known as Reality (Sri Brahman). That 
which preceded creative existence is known as 
‘Nirguna’ Brahman or Reality without form. The Reality 
after creation is known as ‘Sa-guna’ Brahman or Reality 
with form. 

Atma (kala-purusha) is your individual self, a particular 
and unique component of manifestation, and is 
independent of Brahman, though it has the exact same 
qualities and nature as Brahman (except that kala-
purusha exists in time, whereas Purusha, Sri Brahman, 
transcends time). 

Relating to the three basic states of Samadhi: 

The first level is ‘bhava samadhi’. In bhava samadhi, 
the seeker experiences the ‘bliss of samadhi’. Here the 
seeker is aware of It-self, i.e., aware that it is Reality. 
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This bliss state is so intense that the seeker 
automatically seeks to return to it. The mind and its 
energy begin seeking to re-experience it again and 
again. However, not as a memory, but, as some 

mystics would say, face-to-face, or lip-to-lip. 

In savikalpa samadhi, bliss and consciousness 
manifest, but ‘being’ has not yet manifested. At this 
level of samadhi, there is no awareness of the so-called 
outside environment. Nonetheless, at this stage, the 
seeker is aware that there is ‘someone’ having an 

experience. 

In nirvikalpa samadhi, all three basic factors of 
cosmic life are experienced: bliss, consciousness, and 
being. In this state of samadhi, there is no 
differentiation or awareness between Brahman and 
atma, i.e., no differentiation between the Reality 
(Nirguna Brahman) outside of time, and reality moving 

through time (Saguna Brahman). 

If the seeker continues their Kriya practice, they will 
reach a point where the bliss of samadhi becomes an 

everyday experience, revealing the secrets of Life. 

Most people believe that samadhi is the pinnacle 
attainment and the end goal of yoga, but this is not so.  
 
They also think that samadhi, nirvana, satori, cosmic 
consciousness, God consciousness, and Enlightenment 
are the same as samadhi. But they are not the same. 

There are subtle, but vital differences between these 
states of consciousness. 
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In samadhi, the everyday mind has been ‘transcended’ 
and the ordinary mental states that the seeker 
experiences on a day-to-day basis no longer exist. In 
this transcendental state, consciousness transcends the 
mind states and moves into an awareness with ‘at 
oneness’ with all cosmic life. 
 
Those things that the seeker typically thinks about, 
such as ‘who am I?’, as well as the thoughts, feelings, 
and mental structure, become ‘at oneness’.  

 
Within this state of samadhi, all of the functions and 
experiences of the lower mind have been set aside by a 
state of ‘supra-mental’ consciousness. 
 
The ancient yogis say that the experience of samadhi is 
unfathomable by the lower mind states. 
 

The experience of samadhi manifests as a result of the 
proper preparation of the body, emotions, and mind, as 

well as by a thorough training in sense withdrawal 
(pratyahara) and the internalization of consciousness 
via concentration, reinforced with meditation. 
 
Through our study of the sacred path of Kriya Yoga, the 
seeker comes to understand the obstacles to the 
attainment of samadhi. 
 
Sri Patanjali indicates that there are four major 
obstacles to the attainment of samadhi. These are: 

 
1. Bodily movement,  
2. Irregular breath movement 
3. Eye movement 
4. Mind movement (BBEM).  

http://www.discover-yoga-online.com/pratyahara.html
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1. Bodily stillness is gained through the mastery of a 
few asanas. 
 
2. Breath stillness is gained through the mastery of a 
few pranayamas. 
 
3. Eye stillness is gained though the mastery of 
trataka. 
 
4. Mind stillness is gained through the mastery of 

vritti-nirodha. 
 
You have been given the Hong-Sau pranayama, which 
will bring your mind back into this still state. In this 
concentration/meditation/pranayama/mantra 
technique, the mind is automatically quieted and 
stilled, leading the mind to consciousness, and to the 
outer fringes of samadhi. 
  

 

OM 
 
Shanti & Prem, 
 
Goswami 
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